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Abstract: A good knowledge of the quality of the satellite soil moisture products is of great importance
for their application and improvement. This paper examines the performance of eight satellite-based
soil moisture products, including the Soil Moisture Active Passive (SMAP) passive Level 3 (L3),
the Soil Moisture and Ocean Salinity (SMOS) Centre Aval de Traitement des Données SMOS (CATDS)
L3, the Japan Aerospace Exploration Agency (JAXA) Advanced Microwave Scanning Radiometer 2
(AMSR2) L3, the Land Parameter Retrieval Model (LPRM) AMSR2 L3, the European Space Agency
(ESA) Climate Change Initiative (CCI) L3, the Chinese Fengyun-3B (FY3B) L2 soil moisture products
at a coarse resolution of ~0.25◦ , and the newly released SMAP enhanced passive L3 and JAXA
AMSR2 L3 soil moisture products at a medium resolution of ~0.1◦ . The ground soil moisture used for
validation were collected from two well-calibrated and dense networks, including the Little Washita
Watershed (LWW) network in the United States and the REMEDHUS network in Spain, each with
different land cover. The results show that the SMAP passive soil moisture product outperformed
the other products in the LWW network region, with an unbiased root mean square (ubRMSE) of
0.027 m3 m−3 , whereas the FY3B soil moisture performed the best in the REMEDHUS network region,
with an ubRMSE of 0.025 m3 m−3 . The JAXA product performed much better at 0.25◦ than at 0.1◦ ,
but at both resolutions it underestimated soil moisture most of the time (bias < −0.05 m3 m−3 ).
The SMAP-enhanced passive soil moisture product captured the temporal variation of ground
measurements well, with a correlation coefficient larger than 0.8, and was generally superior to
the JAXA product. The LPRM showed much larger amplitude and temporal variation than the
ground soil moisture, with a wet bias larger than 0.09 m3 m−3 . The underestimation of surface
temperature may have contributed to the general dry bias found in the SMAP (−0.018 m3 m−3 for
LWW and 0.016 m3 m−3 for REMEDHUS) and SMOS (−0.004 m3 m−3 for LWW and −0.012 m3 m−3
for REMEDHUS) soil moisture products. The ESA CCI product showed satisfactory performance
with acceptable error metrics (ubRMSE < 0.045 m3 m−3 ), revealing the effectiveness of merging active
and passive soil moisture products. The good performance of SMAP and FY3B demonstrates the
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potential in integrating them into the existing long-term ESA CCI product, in order to form a more
reliable and useful product.
Keywords: soil moisture; SMAP; FY3B; SMOS; AMSR2; ESA CCI; comparison

1. Introduction
Over the past few decades, a series of active and passive microwave satellites or sensors,
e.g., the Advanced Scatterometer (ASCAT) [1], the Advanced Microwave Scanning Radiometer-Earth
Observing System (AMSR-E) [2], the Advanced Microwave Scanning Radiometer 2 (AMSR2) [3],
the Soil Moisture and Ocean Salinity (SMOS) mission [4], and the Soil Moisture Active Passive (SMAP)
mission [5] have been successfully launched, and are able to monitor soil moisture both spatially and
temporally. Various satellite soil moisture products have been freely released to the public since the
early 2000s [2,6]. The L-band (1–2 GHz) has been recognized as the optimal band for soil moisture
retrieval, since the influence of atmosphere can be minimized and less energy is absorbed or reflected
by vegetation at this band [7]. The SMAP mission [5] and the SMOS mission [4] are now the only
two soil moisture-dedicated satellites in orbit that are equipped with L-band microwave instruments.
In addition to L-band satellites, there has already been a long heritage of soil moisture products
retrieved from higher frequencies, such as C-band and X-band, though these are not optimal for soil
moisture estimation, since they are more vulnerable to the effects of vegetation compared to the L-band.
It has been more than ten years since the first standard soil moisture product was delivered from the
Advanced Microwave Scanning Radiometer–Earth Observing System (AMSR-E) [2]. Over the last
few decades, soil moisture retrieval algorithms have been continuously developed and improved
for both active and passive sensors and satellites, including the Advanced Scatterometer (ASCAT),
the AMSR-E and its successor AMSR2, the WindSat, the Aquarius, the SMAP and SMOS satellites,
and the Chinese Fengyun-3B (FY3B) satellite [2,6,8–12]. The FY3B is China’s second-generation
polar-orbiting meteorological satellite, and the first in the FY3 satellite series that carries a Microwave
Radiation Imager (MWRI) in order to observe the Earth’s surface with five different frequencies,
ranging from 10.65 GHz to 89 GHz [13]. Additionally, in response to the requirement for a long-term
and globally remotely sensed soil moisture record, the European Space Agency (ESA) introduced soil
moisture to their Climate Change Initiative (CCI) program, and developed the first multi-satellite soil
moisture dataset, i.e., the ESA CCI soil moisture product [14,15].
As soil moisture retrieval algorithms are gradually refined, satellite soil moisture products have
been updated continuously. Therefore, the examination of the error characteristics and limitations
of various new soil moisture products is becoming increasingly important, as it not only helps
users make optimal use of these products, but also identifies possible deficiencies in the products
and further improves the algorithms [16]. Extensive validation activities for various satellite soil
moisture products have been conducted in recent years (e.g., [16–28]). Jackson et al. [20,21] validated
four AMSR-E soil moisture products, i.e., National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA),
Land Parameter Retrieval Model (LPRM), Single Channel Algorithm (SCA), and Japan Aerospace
Exploration Agency (JAXA) [20], as well as the ESA SMOS soil moisture product (algorithm v.400) [21]
using in-situ measurements from four watershed networks in the United States where they found
that SCA performs the best out of the four AMSR-E products, and is generally comparable to that of
SMOS, with an overall root-mean-square error (RMSE) of 0.043 m3 m−3 . Zeng et al. [16] conducted
a comprehensive evaluation of state-of-the art soil moisture products (i.e., ESA CCI, ASCAT, LPRM,
JAXA, NASA, AMSR2, SMOS, and ERA-Interim) over the Tibetan Plateau, and found that the ESA CCI
and ERA-Interim products generally outperformed the other products, with the highest correlation
coefficient value of 0.77 and the lowest RMSE of 0.079 m3 m−3 , respectively, on the highest plateau
in the world. Al-Yaari et al. [22] compared SMOS and AMSR-E soil moisture products with respect
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to land data assimilation system estimates on a global scale, and found that SMOS products were
generally superior to AMSR-E, especially in highly vegetated areas. With the recently launched
SMAP mission, more focus has been placed on the validation of the new SMAP product (e.g., [23–25]),
and the results generally showed a very promising performance of SMAP, though continued bias
(e.g., the bias ranged from −0.088 m3 m−3 to 0.072 m3 m−3 in [24] calculated from 13 core validation
sites) is observed in the product. Very limited studies examine the quality of the Chinese FY3B soil
moisture product. Parinussa et al. [15] first compared the FY3B soil moisture derived from LPRM and
the official FY3B product, and found the two products could capture the temporal variation of soil
moisture well at nighttime, with a high correlation coefficient larger than 0.6. Since a combination
of multiple and reliable soil moisture products can significantly increase the temporal sampling of
soil moisture observations, which is very beneficial to many hydro-meteorological applications, it is
imperative that the accuracy of various satellite soil moisture products is evaluated, in order to gain
knowledge of their error characteristics and limitations. Furthermore, most work has only focused
on the assessment of soil moisture products at a relatively coarse spatial resolution of approximately
0.25◦ . More recently, the SMAP team released an enhanced passive soil moisture product, which has
a grid resolution of 9 km, the same as the SMAP active-passive product. In our study, the potential
benefit of this new product is examined, along with the comparison of JAXA AMSR2 soil moisture
product at a similar resolution of 0.1◦ .
In this paper, we conduct a detailed examination of the quality of eight satellite soil moisture
products at two typical spatial resolutions, including a comparison of SMAP passive, SMOS, JAXA
AMSR2, LPRM AMSR2, ESA CCI, and the Chinese FY3B soil moisture products at a coarse resolution
of approximately 0.25◦ , and the newly released SMAP enhanced passive and JAXA AMSR2 soil
moisture products at a medium resolution of approximately 0.1◦ . To achieve these purposes, in-situ
measurements from two representative dense networks, i.e., the Little Washita Watershed (LWW)
and REMEDHUS networks are used to compare and validate the eight soil moisture products.
Possible error sources in the satellite soil moisture products are also investigated and discussed
in detail in this study. The paper is structured as follows: Section 2 briefly introduces the study area,
in-situ observations, and satellite soil moisture products. Section 3 describes the evaluation method
used in the paper. Section 4 presents the results of the comparison between satellite products and their
in-situ measurements. Section 5 discusses the possible error sources in the soil moisture products,
followed by the conclusions of this paper drawn in Section 6.
2. Data
2.1. Study Area and In-Situ Soil Moisture Data
In this paper, in-situ soil moisture data were collected from two well-calibrated and dense networks,
being the LWW network [29] in the United States and the REMEDHUS network [30] in Spain. The locations
of the two networks and their corresponding sites are shown in Figure 1. The reasons for selecting the
two network regions as our study areas consist of two aspects. First, high-quality and dense in-situ
measurements can be measured from both networks, which can reduce the scale-related issue between
the ground-based point and satellite pixel. It is known that soil moisture has high spatial variability,
thus measurements from a single station cannot generally represent the retrievals of a satellite pixel.
Fortunately, dense in-situ measurements can be measured in the two network regions, and the averaged
spatial measurements from multiple stations can therefore reduce the inherent spatial issue as much as
possible [16,20,21]. Second, the two network regions have different land covers (i.e., grasslands in LWW and
croplands in REMEDHUS, see the Moderate Resolution Imaging Spectroradiometer (MODIS) International
Geosphere Biosphere Program (IGBP) land cover in Figure 1), which can provide a more robust evaluation
of the satellite soil moisture products. The details of the two networks are described below.
(1)

LWW Network: The LWW network was built between Chickasha and Lawton, and is situated within
the Great Plains region of the United States, with an area of 611 km2 . Currently, it consists of 20
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stations, which measure soil moisture at 5, 25, and 45 cm below the surface and soil temperature
at 5, 10, 15, 25, 30, and 45 cm in 5-min intervals. The climate of this region is sub-humid, with a
stable annual precipitation of 760 mm. The LWW area is moderately rolling, with elevations ranging
from 300 m to 500 m, and is mainly covered by grassland, with a wide range of soil textures from
fine sand to silty loam. The LWW network has been widely used for monitoring hydrological
and meteorological measurements since 1961. It has been extensively used for assessing satellite
soil moisture products, due to the large dynamic range of soil moisture and flat terrain in this
region [20,21,23,31].
REMEDHUS Network: The REMEDHUS network is a dense network in Spain, which is located in the
central semiarid sector of the Duero Basin, with an area of 1300 km2 . It is composed of 20 stations that
measure soil moisture and surface temperature at 5 cm in 60-min intervals. These data are collected
and updated continuously via the International Soil Moisture Network (ISMN) [32]. Croplands and
shrublands dominate the land cover of this region. The land usage of the REMEDHUS network
region is covered by cereals (78%), forest and pasture (13%), irrigated crops (5%), and vineyards
(3%) [30]. The elevation of this region ranges from 700 to 900 m above sea level, with a continental
semiarid Mediterranean climate, which brings dry and warm summers and cool and wet winters to
this region [33,34]. The mean annual rainfall and average temperature of this region are 385 mm and
12 ◦ C, respectively. The REMEDHUS network has a long history of hydrological-related applications,
including the validation of satellite soil moisture products [30,35], the evaluation of soil moisture
downscaling algorithm [36,37], and parameterization of water balance models [38].

Figure 1. Location of the Little Washita Watershed (LWW) and REMEDHUS networks, the distribution
of the corresponding stations, and the satellite pixel locations in each network. The legend of the color
map denotes the Moderate Resolution Imaging Spectroradiometer (MODIS) International Geosphere
Biosphere Program (IGBP) global land cover classes.

In our study, the precipitation data from the LWW network region we used were the in-situ
measurements. Since the rainfall observations of the REMEDHUS network region are not available,
we use the ERA-Interim daily rainfall product.
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2.2. Satellite Soil Moisture Products
2.2.1. SMAP Passive and Enhanced Passive Soil Moisture Products
The SMAP satellite, which is the newest soil moisture-dedicated satellite in orbit, was launched
by NASA on 31 January 2015. The instruments carried by SMAP consist of an L-band radar and an
L-band radiometer. The local equatorial overpass time of the SMAP satellite is 6:00 P.M. (ascending)
and 6:00 A.M. (descending). SMAP provides a total of four remotely-sensed soil moisture products,
which are the passive, the active, the active-passive, and the enhanced passive soil moisture product,
which is a newly released product with the same grid resolution (9 km) as the active-passive product.
Since the SMAP radar ceased operations in July 2015, resulting in only a short period of time with
the active and active-passive soil moisture products, we choose the SMAP passive and enhanced
passive soil moisture products, which have run from 31 March 2015 to the present, for evaluation.
The two SMAP products can be downloaded freely from the National Snow and Ice Data Center
(NSIDC) (https://nsidc.org/data/smap/smap-data.html).
The daily SMAP passive level-3 product (version 4) with a spatial resolution of 36 km, generated
on EASE-Grid 2.0, is used in this paper. The V-pol single channel algorithm (SCA-V) is the current
baseline retrieval algorithm of the SMAP passive soil moisture product [23,24]. Aside from SCA-V,
the SMAP algorithm team also considers four other algorithms, including the H-pol single channel
algorithm (SCA-H), the land parameter retrieval model (LPRM), the dual channel algorithm (DCA),
and the extended DCA. In SCA-V, soil moisture can be retrieved from SMAP brightness temperature by
the following five steps. First, the brightness temperature is normalized to apparent emissivity, by using
surface temperature auxiliary data derived from the Goddard Earth Observing System (GEOS)-5 model
to remove the effects of soil and vegetation physical temperature. Second, the vegetation effects are
corrected using MODIS normalized difference vegetation index (NDVI) auxiliary data. Third, the soil
surface roughness effects are corrected by applying a semi-empirical roughness model, known as the
Hp model [39]. Fourth, the Fresnel equations are adopted to convert emissivity to soil permittivity.
Finally, soil permittivity is converted to soil moisture, by using the Mironov dielectric model [40].
For more details about the SCA-V algorithm, readers are referred to [11,41].
The SMAP enhanced passive soil moisture product was recently released to the public. The daily
SMAP enhanced passive level-3 product (version 1), with a grid resolution of 9 km generated
on EASE-Grid 2.0, is used in our study. The SMAP enhanced soil moisture is retrieved from the
interpolated SMAP brightness temperature observations at 9 km. This is because the SMAP radiometer
sampling provides overlapping observations along the scan and along the track, which makes
reconstructing the observed scene with improved resolution possible [42]. The original SMAP
brightness temperatures at a coarse resolution of 36 km are converted to a medium resolution of
9 km, by applying the Backus-Gilbert optimal interpolation technique [43], since it is able to extract
maximum information from SMAP antenna temperatures. Then, the SMAP enhanced soil moisture
is obtained from the interpolated brightness temperature, using the SCA-V algorithm. More details
about the SMAP enhanced passive soil moisture product can be found in [44].
2.2.2. FY3B Soil Moisture Product
The FY3B satellite was launched by the China National Space Administration (CNSA) on
4 November 2010, and is equipped with a passive microwave radiometer which observes the Earth’s
surface on ten channels. A passive microwave radiometer called MWRI is on board the FY3B,
which provides observations with frequencies ranging from 10.7 GHz to 89.0 GHz, and scans the
Earth’s surface in an ascending (1:40 P.M.) and descending (1:40 A.M.) mode. The satellite orbits at
an altitude of 836 km, and scans the Earth with an incidence angle of 55.4◦ , leading to 1400 km wide
swaths. The daily FY3B level-3 product, with a grid resolution of 25 km generated on original
EASE-Grid (1.0), is used in this study. The FY3B soil moisture is released to the public by the
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Chinese National Satellite Meteorological Center (CNSMC) and can be obtained freely after registration
(http://satellite.nsmc.org.cn/portalsite/default.aspx).
In the current FY3B official algorithm, the X-band (10.7 GHz) brightness temperature at both V
and H polarizations are used to obtain the soil moisture. The effects of surface temperature are firstly
corrected from the Ka-band (36.5 GHz) vertical polarized brightness temperature [45]. The vegetation
optical depth is then estimated based on an empirical relationship between the NDVI and the vegetation
water content (VWC) [46], a similar step to one used in the SMAP SCA-V algorithm. A significant
difference between the FY3B retrieval algorithm and other algorithms is that the FY3B utilizes a new
surface emission model (i.e., the Qp model) [47] which is parameterized using the Advanced Integral
Equation Model (AIEM) [48], a well-established theoretical model to correct the effects of surface
roughness. Shi et al. [49] found that the impacts of surface roughness on microwave emission at large
look angles were different in both magnitude and direction at the H and V polarizations. That is,
the H-polarized microwave emissivity will increase, while the V-polarized emissivity will decrease, as
surface roughness increases. Thus, the effects of surface roughness can be minimized by combining
the emission signals from the two polarizations. Apart from brightness temperature, the ancillary data,
including soil texture data, and global land surface classification data are involved in the soil moisture
retrieval algorithm. More details about FY3B soil moisture algorithm can be found in [49].
2.2.3. SMOS Soil Moisture Product
The SMOS satellite, which carries an interferometric L-band (1.4 GHz) radiometer, was launched
by the ESA on 2 November 2009. SMOS monitors the global near-surface soil moisture every three days,
with the ascending orbit at 6:00 A.M. (local solar time) and the descending orbit at 6:00 P.M. (local
solar time). In the study, the daily SMOS level-3 soil moisture product with a grid resolution of 25 km,
generated on EASE-Grid 2.0 from the Centre Aval de Traitement des Données SMOS (CATDS) and the
Centre National d’Etudes Spatiales (CNES), was used.
In the SMOS retrieval algorithm, multi-angular brightness temperature observations are used
to retrieve soil moisture and vegetation optical depth simultaneously, by minimizing the difference
between the observed and estimated brightness temperature. The L-band Microwave Emission of
Biosphere (L-MEB) model [50], which is based on a zero-order radiative transfer equation, is selected
as the forward model. The soil temperature inputs are derived from the European Centre for
Medium-Range Weather Forecasts (ECMWF) model. The SMOS measurements used in this study
were filtered by two conditions: (i) the Data Quality IndeX (DQX) >0.1, and (ii) the probability of radio
frequency interference (RFI_Prob) >0.2 [51]. More details about the SMOS retrieval algorithm can be
found in [9].
2.2.4. AMSR2 Soil Moisture Products
AMSR2 was carried on the Global Change Observation Mission-1st Water (GCOM-W1) satellite.
It was launched by the Japan Aerospace Exploration Agency (JAXA) on 18 May 2012, and started to
acquire scientific observations on 3 July 2012. It scans the Earth’s surface in an ascending (1:30 P.M.
local solar time) and descending (1:30 A.M. local solar time) mode. AMSR-2 is a successor to the
AMSR-E, which operated from May 2002 to October 2011, and provided the first standard soil
moisture product [2,16]. AMSR2 provides passive microwave measurements on fourteen channels,
with frequencies ranging from 6.9 GHz to 89.0 GHz at H and V polarizations. Two soil moisture
products derived from AMSR2, i.e., the JAXA and LPRM soil moisture products, are released to the
public, and therefore used in the study.
The JAXA AMSR2 provides soil moisture product at two spatial resolutions, i.e., 0.1◦ and
0.25◦ . In the study, the two JAXA Level 3 soil moisture standard products from GCOM-W1 Data
Providing Service (https://gcom-w1.jaxa.jp/auth.html) were used. The JAXA AMSR2 retrieval
algorithm estimates surface soil moisture by using a lookup table method and multi-channel brightness
temperatures. In the JAXA algorithm, a brightness temperature database, which covers a wide range
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of vegetation and soil conditions for multiple frequencies and polarizations, is generated by using a
forward radiative transfer scheme. These datasets are used to create lookup tables, by assuming a
constant surface temperature of 293 K. Soil moisture is estimated by using the microwave polarization
ratio (PI) at 10.65 GHz and the index of soil wetness (ISW) at 36.5 GHz and 10.65 GHz horizontal
channels. For more details about the JAXA algorithm, readers are referred to [52].
The LPRM AMSR2 is delivered at a spatial resolution of 0.25◦ and is retrieved by the LPRM
algorithm [12]. Similar to FY3B algorithm, LPRM uses Ka-band V-pol brightness temperature to
estimate land surface temperature [53]. Soil moisture and vegetation optical depth are retrieved
simultaneously through a nonlinear iterative procedure by applying the microwave PI. In LPRM,
both C-band and X-band observations are used to obtain soil moisture retrievals. Li et al. [54]
and Njoku et al. [55] found that the C-band microwave observations were heavily affected by the
radio-frequency interference (RFI) over a large part of the United States and some parts of Europe. Thus,
to minimize the uncertainties originated from RFI, we use the LPRM X-band soil moisture product.
The LPRM data can be obtained freely from the Goddard Earth Sciences Data and Information Services
Center (GES DISC) (https://gcmd.gsfc.nasa.gov/). For more details about the LPRM algorithm,
readers are referred to [12].
2.2.5. ESA CCI Soil Moisture Product
The ESA CCI soil moisture product (previously called the ECV soil moisture product), which is
combined from active and passive microwave soil moisture retrievals, is a global, daily, long-term soil
moisture record developed by the ESA, with a spatial resolution of 0.25◦ . In the study, the latest-released
ESA CCI soil moisture v03.3 product, with a span of over 38 years, from November 1978 to
December 2016, is used. The ESA CCI soil moisture v03.3 consists of three datasets, including the
active, passive, and combined active and passive soil moisture products. The active soil moisture
product is produced by microwave scatterometers, i.e., scatterometers (SCAT) and ASCAT, using the
change detection method (TU Wien WARP v5.5). The passive soil moisture product is produced by
microwave radiometers including Scanning Multichannel Microwave Radiometer (SMMR), Special
Sensor Microwave Imager (SSM/I), Tropical Rainfall Measuring Mission Microwave Imager (TMI),
AMSR-E, WindSat, AMSR-2, and SMOS by utilizing the LPRM. The combined soil moisture product is
blended based on the active and passive soil moisture products, using signal-to-noise ratio analysis to
estimate the integration weights. Only the combined (active-passive) ESA CCI is used in this paper.
More details of the ESA CCI soil moisture product can be found in [14,56].
3. Methods
In this study, in-situ measurements from dense stations in both the LWW and REMEDHUS
networks were used to examine the performance of eight satellite soil moisture products, including
the SMAP passive soil moisture product at 36 km, the SMAP enhanced passive soil moisture product
at 9 km, the SMOS soil moisture product at 25 km, the JAXA AMSR2 soil moisture product at 0.25◦
and 0.1◦ , the LPRM AMSR2 soil moisture product at 0.25◦ , the ESA CCI soil moisture product at
0.25◦ , and the FY3B soil moisture product at 25 km. The accuracy of satellite soil moisture products at
two spatial scales including a coarse spatial resolution (approximately 25 km) and a medium spatial
resolution (approximately 10 km) is compared in this study. For a consistent and fair comparison, in
our study we use the nearest interpolation method to resample the SMAP passive, the SMOS, and the
FY3B soil moisture products to a spatial resolution of 0.25◦ , the same as that of JAXA or LPRM AMSR2
and ESA CCI, as well as to resample the SMAP enhanced passive soil moisture to a spatial resolution of
0.1◦ , the same as that of JAXA AMSR2. The same method has been applied in many comparison studies
of soil moisture products [16,22,57,58]. The blue grid at a 0.1◦ resolution and the red grid at a 0.25◦
resolution, shown in Figure 1, were selected as the validation grids in this study, since they contain the
most stations in the two network regions. The blue grid and the red grid involve fours stations and
thirteen stations in the LWW network, respectively, and involve three stations and eleven stations in
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the REMEDHUS network, respectively. To reduce the spatial resolution inconformity of the satellite
soil moisture products and ground observations, the station averaged in-situ measurements within the
validation grid were used to evaluate the satellite soil moisture products within the corresponding
grids [16,20,21]. Since the ESA CCI soil moisture was available through 31 December 2016, and the
SMAP passive and enhanced passive soil moisture started on 31 March 2015, in order to make a fair
comparison, all satellite soil moisture products were compared during the period from 1 April 2015 to
31 December 2016, which covers more than one and a half years.
The error metrics we used in the study include the root mean square error (RMSE), the correlation
coefficient (R), the bias and the unbiased RMSE (ubRMSE) [59], which are defined as follows:
RMSE =
ubRMSE =

q

q

Eh(θsatellite (t) − θin−situ (t))2 i

Eh((θsatellite (t) − Ehθsateliite (t)i) − (θin−situ (t) − Ehθin−situ (t)i))2
Bias = Ehθsatellite (t)i − Ehθin−situ (t)i

R=

Eh(θsatellite (t) − Ehθsatellite (t)i) · (θin−situ (t) − Ehθin−situ (t)i)i
σsatellite · σin−situ

(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)

where Eh·i is the representation of the linear averaging operator, t is the time of observations, θsatellite (t)
represents the satellite soil moisture products at time t, θin−situ (t) represents the true observation
based on the averaged ground measurements at time t. In addition, σsatellite and σin−situ represent the
standard deviation of eight satellite soil moisture measurements and ground observations, respectively.
Furthermore, in our study, the p-value is also adopted to determine the significance level of the
correlation coefficient.
The Taylor diagram [60] has been used to provide a brief statistical summary of how closely the
datasets match observations in this paper, since the diagram can demonstrate the performance of various
products in a single diagram in terms of the correlation coefficient, centered RMSE (i.e., ubRMSE),
and standard deviation. During nighttime or morning time (e.g., from 0:00 A.M. to 6:00 A.M.), the thermal
equilibrium builds up among the vegetation, air, and topsoil, which makes the basic assumption that
vegetation temperature and topsoil temperature are equal in the soil moisture retrieval algorithms more
reliable. Therefore, all satellite soil moisture products—except the ESA CCI product, which is provided
on a daily basis—are evaluated at their nighttime or morning time overpass (i.e., 6:00 A.M. for SMAP
and SMOS, 1:30 or 1:40 A.M. for FY3B and AMSR2, daily for ESA CCI). Figure 2 shows the temporal
behavior of the station-averaged soil moisture at different times (daily, 1:30 A.M. and 6:00 A.M.) for the two
network regions. It can be seen that the difference between the ground station-averaged soil moisture at
different times is very small. That is to say, the time series, station-averaged soil moisture measurements at
1:30 A.M. and at 6:00 A.M. are nearly equal, which are also nearly equal to the daily station-averaged soil
moisture measurements. Therefore, we use the daily, station-averaged in-situ measurements to examine
the performance of the satellite soil moisture products in our study [16,19].

Figure 2. Temporal evolution of the station-averaged soil moisture at different times (daily, 1:30 A.M.
and 6:00 A.M.) for (a) LWW, and (b) REMEDHUS.
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4. Results
In this section, we analyze and discuss the performance of the eight satellite soil moisture products
over the two dense network regions. First, we compare the temporal variation of ground observations
with satellite products at two different spatial scales (i.e., 0.25◦ and 0.1◦ ), as shown in Figures 3 and 4,
respectively. The error metrics (i.e., RMSE, Bias, ubRMSE, and R) of satellite soil moisture products
at 0.25◦ and 0.1◦ are summarized in Tables 1 and 2 respectively. The Taylor diagrams, which further
reveal the statistics of comparison between the soil moisture products and ground measurements,
are displayed in Figures 5 and 6.

Figure 3. Temporal evolution of the station-averaged soil moisture and satellite soil moisture with a
spatial resolution of 0.25◦ for the (a) LWW and (b) REMEDHUS networks. Soil moisture products are
divided into the vertically-oriented panels in (a,b) for visualization purposes.

Figure 4. Temporal evolution of the station-averaged soil moisture and satellite soil moisture with a
spatial resolution of 0.1◦ for the (a) LWW and (b) REMEDHUS networks.

As mentioned in Section 3, the soil moisture products at 36 km (i.e., SMAP passive) and 25 km
(i.e., SMOS and FY3B) were resampled to the grid resolution of 0.25◦ , and the soil moisture product
at 9 km (i.e., SMAP enhanced passive) was resampled to the grid resolution of 0.1◦ . The daily
station-averaged in-situ observations within the red grid at 0.25◦ (shown in Figure 1) were selected to
assess the accuracy of six products, including the SMAP passive, SMOS, JAXA (0.25◦ ), LPRM, ESA
CCI, and FY3B soil moisture products, as displayed in Figure 3. Meanwhile, the blue grid nested to the
red grid was used for validating the SMAP enhanced passive and JAXA (0.1◦ ) soil moisture products,
as shown in Figure 4.
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In the LWW network region, we can see that although both of the SMAP passive and
enhanced passive products underestimated the ground soil moisture measurements, with a bias
of −0.018 m3 m−3 and −0.050 m3 m−3 , respectively, these products were superior to other products,
with a correlation coefficient higher than 0.87 and an ubRMSE smaller than 0.04 m3 m−3 , which is well
within the mission requirements of 0.04 m3 m−3 (ubRMSE). The correlation coefficient of the SMOS
product is 0.71, which is also higher than that of JAXA and LPRM. It was observed that SMAP and
SMOS could capture the temporal variations of near-surface soil moisture better than JAXA and LPRM.
This was consistent with the general expectation that the L-band has a deeper depth of emission layer,
and is less susceptible to the influences of vegetation and atmosphere compared to higher frequencies,
such as the C-band and the X-band. The ESA CCI soil moisture product showed good agreement with
the in-situ measurements in the LWW network, with an ubRMSE value of 0.044 m3 m−3 , which was
smaller than SMOS, LPRM and JAXA. This is in line with the results reported in [16], revealing
the effectiveness of merging active and passive soil moisture products to improve the accuracy of
a single satellite soil moisture product. Besides, it was observed that the ESA CCI product had
the highest number of valid values when compared with other products, which is benefited from
combining multiple soil moisture products, including active and passive satellite products, in this
region. The JAXA soil moisture products at 0.1◦ and 0.25◦ underestimated soil moisture most of
the time, with a dry bias of −0.114 m3 m−3 and −0.151 m3 m−3 , respectively, while the LPRM soil
moisture product had a larger dynamic range than in-situ soil moisture, and overestimated soil
moisture with a wet bias of 0.091 m3 m−3 . This was generally in accordance with previous studies,
which found that LPRM usually overestimates soil moisture, while JAXA usually underestimates
ground measurements [16,61]. Additionally, it can be seen that the JAXA product performs much better
at a coarse spatial resolution (0.25◦ ) than at a medium spatial resolution (0.1◦ ), with a lower ubRMSE
and RMSE values of 0.050 m3 m−3 and 0.125 m3 m−3 , respectively, and a higher correlation coefficient
value of 0.48, which may be due to the oversampling of the AMSR2 brightness temperature. It was
observed that the FY3B soil moisture product outperformed other products, except SMAP, with a small
ubRMSE of 0.041 m3 m−3 and a high correlation coefficient of 0.71. This may be because the FY3B
algorithm uses a distinctly different approach to correct the influence of surface roughness, which may
be more effective than other satellite soil moisture algorithms in the LWW network region. With the
exception of the FY3B algorithm, a common assumption made in the satellite soil moisture algorithms
is the global (e.g., LPRM, JAXA and SMOS) or land-cover specific (e.g., SMAP) constant value of
surface roughness [16,23,24]. In the LWW network region, rainfall is very frequent, and the statistical
properties of surface roughness will change due to the rainfall effects. Consequently, the constant
assumption of the surface roughness will inevitably bring errors to the satellite soil moisture retrievals.
Additionally, the Taylor diagram was used to provide a comprehensive view of how closely the satellite
products matched the ground measurements. As illustrated in Figures 5a and 6a, the variability of
the SMAP passive and enhanced passive products, FY3B and ESA CCI were very close to that of the
ground measurements, whereas LPRM and SMOS were more variable than the ground measurements,
and JAXA (both at 0.25◦ and 0.1◦ ) showed a lower variability than the in-situ observations.
In the REMEDHUS network region, it was observed that the SMAP enhanced passive, SMOS,
and JAXA products still underestimated soil moisture, with a dry bias (−0.015 m3 m−3 , −0.012 m3 m−3 ,
−0.055 m3 m−3 respectively) similar to that found in the LWW region. The correlation coefficient of
SMAP passive and SMOS products were 0.83, higher than that of the JAXA product (0.60), whereas the
ubRMSE value of the JAXA product was 0.035 m3 m−3 , smaller than that of the SMAP (0.044 m3 m−3 )
and SMOS (0.038 m3 m−3 ) products. It can be seen from Table 2 that the LPRM and ESA CCI products
all overestimated soil moisture, with a wet bias of 0.106 m3 m−3 and 0.097 m3 m−3 , respectively, but
had slightly higher correlations with the ground measurements when compared with the other satellite
products, except for SMAP. However, it was found that the LPRM product showed significantly larger
amplitude than the ground soil moisture, and the ubRMSE of the LPRM product was much higher than
the other products. The JAXA product at a coarse resolution of 0.25◦ still outperformed the same product
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at 0.1◦ , which was in line with the results found in the LWW network region. The SMAP enhanced
passive product performed better than JAXA at 0.1◦ , with a higher R value and smaller ubRMSE, RMSE,
and bias values. Generally, the FY3B exhibited the best performance over the other satellite products
in the REMEDHUS network region, with ubRMSE and RMSE values smaller than 0.03 m3 m−3 , and a
relatively higher correlation coefficient value of 0.75, demonstrating the product’s great potential to be
integrated into the existing long-term soil moisture data record (e.g., the ESA CCI product). In addition,
from Figures 5b and 6b, it is seen that the temporal variation of the FY3B product was in accordance with
that of the ground observations, whereas the variability of the other satellite products was lower than the
in-situ measurements (except the JAXA product).
Table 1. Comparison of the Soil Moisture Active Passive (SMAP) passive, Soil Moisture and
Ocean Salinity (SMOS), Fengyun-3B (FY3B), Japan Aerospace Exploration Agency (JAXA), and Land
Parameter Retrieval Model (LPRM) products at a spatial resolution of 0.25◦ , and SMAP enhanced
passive and JAXA Advanced Microwave Scanning Radiometer 2 (AMSR2) products at a spatial
resolution of 0.1◦ , with in-situ measurements, for the LWW network. The unbiased root mean square
error (ubRMSE), root mean square error (RMSE), and bias are in m3 m−3 , R is the correlation coefficient
(p-value < 0.01), and N is the number of samples. Bold data in the table represent the best results
concerning each error metric.
Products

ubRMSE
(m3 m−3 )

RMSE
(m3 m−3 )

Bias
(m3 m−3 )

R

N

0.25◦

SMAP passive
SMOS
FY3B
JAXA
LPRM
ESA CCI

0.027
0.057
0.041
0.050
0.108
0.044

0.032
0.057
0.078
0.125
0.141
0.045

−0.018
−0.004
0.067
−0.114
0.091
0.009

0.89
0.71
0.71
0.48
0.54
0.66

311
328
311
478
464
585

0.1◦

SMAP enhanced passive
JAXA

0.040
0.073

0.064
0.168

−0.050
−0.151

0.88
0.41

312
468

Resolution

Table 2. Comparison of the SMAP passive, SMOS, FY3B, JAXA, and LPRM products at a spatial
resolution of 0.25◦ , and the SMAP enhanced passive and JAXA AMSR2 products at a spatial resolution
of 0.1◦ , with in-situ measurements, for the REMEDHUS network. The ubRMSE, RMSE, and bias are in
m3 m−3 , R is the correlation coefficient (p-value < 0.01), and N is the number of samples. Bold data in
the table represent the best results concerning each error metric.
Products

ubRMSE
(m3 m−3 )

RMSE
(m3 m−3 )

Bias
(m3 m−3 )

R

N

0.25◦

SMAP passive
SMOS
FY3B
JAXA
LPRM
ESA CCI

0.044
0.038
0.025
0.035
0.121
0.036

0.047
0.040
0.027
0.065
0.161
0.104

0.016
−0.012
0.009
−0.055
0.106
0.097

0.83
0.83
0.75
0.60
0.82
0.83

348
236
325
538
518
464

0.1◦

SMAP enhanced passive
JAXA

0.039
0.046

0.042
0.091

−0.015
−0.079

0.83
0.61

332
517

Resolution
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Figure 5. Taylor diagram illustrating the statistics of the comparison between station-averaged
soil moisture and satellite soil moisture, with a spatial resolution of 0.25◦ , for the (a) LWW and
(b) REMEDHUS networks.

Figure 6. Taylor diagram illustrating the statistics of the comparison between station-averaged
soil moisture and satellite soil moisture, with a spatial resolution of 0.1◦ , for the (a) LWW and
(b) REMEDHUS networks.

5. Discussion
Apart from the examination of the accuracy of the eight remotely-sensed soil moisture products,
we also investigate some possible factors that might lead to the different performance of the soil
moisture products. These include assessing the accuracy of satellite surface temperature using
station-averaged ground measurements, as shown in Figure 7, and examining the temporal behavior
of the satellite-derived vegetation optical depth and vegetation water content, as shown in Figure 8.
5.1. Assessment of Satellite Surface Temperature Data
Many factors impact the validation accuracy of satellite soil moisture products, including
(1) the uncertainties originating from the well-known horizontal and vertical mismatch between in-situ soil
moisture and satellite observations (commonly, the effective soil moisture sampling depth at the L-band
and C/X-band is 0–3 cm and 0–1 cm, respectively, and also depends on soil moisture [16,22], while the
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ground soil moisture is measured at 5 cm); (2) the possible errors in ground measurements; (3) the effects
of RFI; and (4) the inaccurate correction of the perturbing factors (e.g., surface temperature, vegetation,
and surface roughness) in the soil moisture retrieval algorithm [23]. In contrast to active microwave
backscatter, which is nearly unaffected by surface temperature, the passive observations are heavily
controlled by temperature. Thus, the effects of surface temperature must be eliminated for reliable soil
moisture retrievals [10]. In SMAP and SMOS soil moisture retrieval algorithms, the surface temperatures
are all derived from model simulations. The SMAP surface temperature is predicted from the NASA
GEOS-5 model, and SMOS surface temperature is obtained from the ECMWF model. In contrast, in LPRM,
the surface temperature is retrieved separately from the 36.5 GHz V-pol brightness temperature. In the
FY3B algorithm, a similar approach to LPRM is adopted to correct the effects of surface temperature, but
the surface temperature data is not provided at present. For the JAXA algorithm, the PI and ISW are
applied to minimize the effects of surface temperature to retrieve soil moisture. Therefore, in this section,
we examine the accuracy of the surface temperature provided by the SMAP, SMOS and AMSR2 (LPRM)
products, shown in Figure 7. It should be noted that in the SMOS algorithm, a two-layer algorithm [9]
is adopted to calculate the effective soil temperature, which can eliminate the influence of temperature
more effectively. However, in the SMOS CATDS product, only the soil temperature of the first layer
from ECMWF (i.e., Temp_STL1) is provided. In our study, the SMOS surface temperature ancillary data
we examined is the Temp_STL1 product, which is not the actual soil effective temperature used in the
SMOS algorithm.
It was observed that the SMAP and SMOS surface temperatures were closer to the 1:1 line
when compared with the LPRM surface temperature, indicating that the temperatures estimated by
the forecast models were more accurate than the satellite derived temperatures in the two network
regions. As seen from Tables 3 and 4, SMAP exhibits the highest absolute accuracy among the four
products, with the lowest RMSE and ubRMSE values, followed by SMOS and LPRM. Theoretically,
an underestimation of surface temperature will result in an overestimation of soil emissivity, further
leading to an underestimation of soil moisture. From Tables 3 and 4, it was seen that the SMAP and
SMOS surface temperature showed dry bias in the two network regions, which is in accordance with
the general underestimation of SMAP and SMOS soil moisture products found in Section 4. Therefore,
the underestimated surface temperatures may be one factor that results in a dry bias of SMAP and
SMOS soil moisture products. Additionally, though the LPRM surface temperature also showed a dry
bias, which is in line with [10] at nighttime, the LPRM soil moisture always overestimated soil moisture,
with a wet bias larger than 0.09 m3 m−3 , in both network regions. Consequently, the overestimation of
LPRM soil moisture was not caused by its surface temperature retrievals.

Figure 7. Scatterplot comparison of the station-averaged surface temperature and satellite surface
temperature ancillary data for the (a) LWW and (b) REMEDHUS network regions.
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Table 3. Comparison of the SMAP passive, SMAP enhanced passive, SMOS, and LPRM surface
temperature ancillary data, with in-situ measurements, for the LWW network region. The ubRMSE,
RMSE, and bias are in K, while R is the correlation coefficient (p-value < 0.01), and N is the number of
samples. Bold data in the table represent the best results concerning each error metric.
Products

ubRMSE (K)

RMSE (K)

Bias (K)

R

N

SMAP passive
SMAP enhanced passive
SMOS *
LPRM

1.062
1.030
2.035
3.337

1.153
1.031
2.413
3.338

−0.449
−0.047
−1.297
−0.088

0.99
0.99
0.97
0.91

315
314
333
464

* The SMOS surface temperature ancillary data evaluated in the study was the temperature of the first layer of soil
from the European Centre for Medium-Range Weather Forecasts (ECMWF) (Temp_STL1).

Table 4. Comparison of the SMAP passive (SMAP_P), SMAP enhanced passive (SMAP_P_E), SMOS,
and LPRM surface temperature ancillary data, with in-situ measurements, for the REMEDHUS network
region. The ubRMSE, RMSE, and bias are in K, R is the correlation coefficient (p-value < 0.01), and N is
the number of samples. Bold data in the table represent the best results concerning each error metric.
Products

ubRMSE (K)

RMSE (K)

Bias (K)

R

N

SMAP passive
SMAP enhanced passive
SMOS *
LPRM

1.029
1.110
1.440
2.653

2.194
2.315
3.903
3.833

−1.937
−2.032
−3.628
−2.767

0.99
0.99
0.98
0.94

348
339
347
516

* The SMOS surface temperature ancillary data evaluated in the study is the temperature of the first layer of soil
from ECMWF (Temp_STL1).

5.2. Temporal Behavior of Satellite Vegetation Optical Depth
The vegetation canopy exerts significant effects on the soil-emitted energy. Vegetation not only
attenuates signals from soil surfaces, but also emits radiation itself, leading to a reduced sensitivity of
brightness temperature to soil moisture. Accordingly, the influence of vegetation must be corrected
accurately before achieving reliable soil moisture estimations. Commonly, the effects of vegetation are
mainly represented by the vegetation optical depth (i.e., τ c ). In the current SMAP passive baseline soil
moisture algorithm, the VWC is considered as a good proxy to calculate the vegetation optical depth.
However, obtaining the real VWC measurements at a global scale is practically impossible. To solve
this problem, the VWC is empirically estimated, by using a global, 13-year (2000–2013) MODIS NDVI
climatology in the SMAP passive soil moisture algorithm. The FY3B and JAXA algorithms also adopt
a similar approach to SMAP to correct the effects of vegetation, but their vegetation-related products
are not currently released to the public. In the LPRM and SMOS algorithms, vegetation optical depth
is estimated simultaneously with soil moisture. For LPRM, the PI is applied to obtain vegetation
optical depth, to avoid a reliance on additional vegetation datasets. For SMOS, vegetation optical
depth is retrieved from multi-angular brightness temperature observations. In contrast to SMOS and
LPRM, the vegetation optical depth of SMAP is estimated from the VWC, which is calculated using
the MODIS NDVI climatology.
In this study, we examined the temporal variations of the vegetation optical depth derived from
SMAP, SMOS, and LPRM, as well as the VWC extracted from SMAP passive soil moisture product,
as shown in Figure 8. It can be observed that the LPRM τ c had a much larger value than SMAP and
SMOS τ c . A high τ c value indicates a low transmissivity of the vegetation, which may lead to low
soil emissivity. It is known that soil emissivity generally decreases as soil moisture increases. Thus,
it may be possibly deduced that the high LPRM soil moisture is caused by the high estimated τ c
value. Additionally, it can be seen that the SMAP τ c shows much smoother variation than SMOS and
LPRM during the entire period. The SMOS τ c seems noisy, leading to a very large dynamic range of τ c
(>0.4) in the two network regions. In general, an increase of vegetation biomass leads to an increase of
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vegetation optical depth. Thus, in theory there should be a positive correlation between τ c and VWC.
However, SMOS τ c does not show significant correlations with VWC, with a correlation coefficient of
0.26 and 0.03 in the LWW and REMEDHUS network regions, respectively. In contrast, LPRM τ c shows
a good response to VWC, with a correlation coefficient of 0.39 in the LWW network region and 0.68 in
the REMEDHUS network region. Meanwhile, it is worth mentioning that the SMAP-derived VWC is
not the real vegetation water content seen by the microwave. This is because the optical wavelength is
much smaller than the microwave, and can only represent the information of a very thin layer of the
vegetation canopy. In contrast, the microwave is able to penetrate vegetation to some extent, and thus
contains some information of the vegetation stem and branches. This is more evident at the L-band
than at the C-band and X-band, leading to the lower correlation of the L-band with NDVI VWC than
that of the C-band and X-band. The SMOS-retrieved τ c exhibits a day-to-day variability, which is not
consistent with the actual changes in the vegetation. This is in line with the finding reported in [19].
Thus, the variation in SMOS τ c should be one error source in the SMOS soil moisture product. A new
vegetation parameterization scheme is expected to be incorporated into the SMOS algorithm, in order
to improve the accuracy of SMOS soil moisture retrievals in the future.

Figure 8. Temporal evolution of satellite-estimated vegetation optical depth (VOD) and vegetation
water content (VWC) for the (a) LWW and (b) REMEDHUS network regions.

6. Conclusions
Knowledge on the accuracy and reliability of satellite soil moisture products is essential for their
improvement as well as their utilization in scientific studies and applications. This study examined the
performance of eight satellite-based soil moisture products, including the SMAP passive, the SMAP
enhanced passive, SMOS, JAXA AMSR2, LPRM AMSR2, ESA CCI, and FY3B soil moisture products,
using two representative dense networks (LWW and REMEDHUS) at two typical spatial resolutions,
i.e., a coarse resolution of 0.25◦ and a medium resolution of 0.1◦ .
Overall, the SMAP passive and enhanced passive soil moisture products are superior to other
products, with a correlation coefficient higher than 0.87 and an ubRMSE smaller than 0.04 m3 m−3 in
the LWW network region. Meanwhile, it was found that the SMAP and SMOS generally underestimate
the in-situ soil moisture measurements, except for the SMAP passive at the REMEDHUS network
region, with a wet bias of 0.016 m3 m−3 , whereas LPRM overestimated the ground soil moisture with
much greater amplitude than the in-situ measurements (bias > 0.09 m3 m−3 ). The SMAP and SMOS
surface temperature showed dry bias in the two network regions, which may have been one of the
reasons for the underestimation of soil moisture. The surface temperature of LPRM also showed
a dry bias (−0.088 K for LWW and −2.767 K for REMEDHUS), and thus was not the reason for
the overestimation of LPRM soil moisture. Compared with LPRM, the SMAP and SMOS surface
temperatures were closer to the 1:1 line, illustrating that the temperatures estimated by the forecast
models were more accurate than temperatures retrieved from satellite observations in the two network
regions. SMAP (passive and enhanced passive) surface temperature shows the highest absolute
accuracy among the four products, with the lowest RMSE (<2.4 K) and ubRMSE (<1.2 K) values,
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followed by SMOS, and LPRM. The variability of SMOS-retrieved τ c was not consistent with the actual
changes in the vegetation, and thus the SMOS τ c should be one error source in the SMOS soil moisture
product. The performance of the JAXA product was much better at a coarse spatial resolution (0.25◦ )
than at a medium spatial resolution (0.1◦ ) with a higher correlation coefficient value and a lower
ubRMSE and RMSE value, but both of these two products underestimated the soil moisture most of the
time (bias < −0.05 m3 m−3 ). Furthermore, the SMAP passive enhanced soil moisture product generally
outperformed the JAXA product at the spatial resolution of 0.1◦ . The ESA CCI soil moisture product
showed good agreement with the in-situ soil moisture, with favorable ubRMSE values of 0.044 m3 m−3
and 0.036 m3 m−3 in the LWW and REMEDHUS network regions, respectively, which were smaller
than the SMOS and LPRM products, revealing the effectiveness of merging active and passive soil
moisture products. It is worthwhile noting that the Chinese FY3B soil moisture product exhibited a
very good performance in both the LWW and REMEDHUS network regions, with a small ubRMSE
of 0.041 m3 m−3 and 0.025 m3 m−3 , respectively, and high correlation coefficients of 0.71 and 0.75,
respectively. The temporal variation of the FY3B product was also in accordance with that of ground
observations. This may have been caused by the fact that FY3B algorithm uses a distinctly different
approach to correct the influence of surface roughness, which may have been more effective than other
satellite soil moisture algorithms in the two study areas. In summary, our study reveals the good
quality of the SMAP and FY3B soil moisture products, demonstrating the great potential to integrate
them into the existing long-term soil moisture data record, i.e., the ESA CCI product, in order to form
a more reliable and useful product.
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